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Manage

Define

Anyone using data standards is already using metadata. Metadata defining data
standards have various structures and purposes. Some are simple, such as controlled
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describe structures that are tabular in nature such as CDISC’s Study Data Tabulation
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model, or medical ontologies describing connections between terms and concepts.

Definition of the metadata is the first step. Managing its use comes next. Managing
metadata requires a way to report and understand how the existing metadata structures
are being used. Elements needed to keep a well-managed metadata repository are:
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Statistical
Analysis
Plan

Some of this metadata is pretty well understood and modeled effectively today. CRF
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and ADaM metadata are also consumed by standard adherence checking programs,
while full study definitions and data systems based on BRIDG are less prevalent.

Customization

Collection

Therapeutic Area

Medical
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Ultimately, look toward pooling study data with health data via metadata matching or
master data management and unstructured text analysis capabilities. With these
additional tools and capabilities, dealing with metadata changes will become more
automated, and connecting study data to post-marketing safety will become more
commonplace. This is an area of interest and research at SAS – watch for these additional
capabilities and solutions in the future.

The specific implementation provides life cycle management for SDTM and ADaM
structures through the stages of development, production and retired settings for data
standards. It also will report which structures are in use, deviations, and customizations of
those structures for each study or project. Controlled terminology dictionaries are grouped
into packages and managed as whole groupings, although no specific management
of re-coding mappings is provided. Some process and business rules are not software
enforced in the sample implementation. For example, the application of rules dictating
the selection of metadata that can appropriately be applied to a study or project such as
CRF pages, SDTM domains – including customizations, and the elements in the statistical
analysis plan. These rules might be based on study-level metadata like therapeutic area,
phase, protocol and completion date.
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Connect

Once a good pooling model and good definition of metadata is in place, it is possible
to connect patient/participant information with the corresponding safety events, status/
process information about participants as well as data management, and even the financial
data related to the study.

Use of
Metadata
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Study

Connect metadata across studies via similar data standards and employing study-level
metadata describing what and how data can be pooled (what studies are alike and
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pooling metadata can be used to define and map to a pooled data model based
on SDTM, BRIDG, or a custom model. An understanding of more than just tables and
columns is necessary. Common terminology, test codes, units and values will be important
and should be defined as part of the study design and definition metadata.

The MDR needs to also show how individual projects or studies conform or deviate from
the standards – for example, a list of the CDASH forms that are used, modified or added
for a specific study; which controlled terminology dictionaries are in use; and whether
those are the current/preferred version along with any re-coding logic if needed.

Use within a Study

MedDRA

Connections within a project or study show relationships between study definition (SDM9.- QSPUPDPM DPMMFDUFEEBUB $%"4) UBCVMBUJPOEBUB 4%5. BOBMZTJTEBUB "%B. 
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Data standards like SDTM, ADaM and CDASH are all intended to be extensible. A
metadata repository must be able to delineate different versions of data standards as
well as deviations from the standard for individual projects. Life-cycle controls and version
management become important the longer the MDR is operational.

Standards Enforcement

NCI/CDISC

Connections occur across metadata/data types within a given project, across projects
and across organizations.
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Efficacy

Terms

The various pieces of metadata can be managed and used as separate entities, but
when combined, the full power of these data descriptors can be harnessed. Consider
study design elements designating collected data elements and even CRF template
versions. A template statistical analysis plan can define not only the tables, figures, listings
and graphs but also the ADaM structures needed to drive those reports. Those ADaM
structures will likely be derived in a standardized way from tabulation data described in
yet more metadata.
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SDTM +/-

CDASH

SAS® Clinical Data Integration was employed in this approach to manage the tabular
data standards like CDASH, SDTM, SEND and ADaM, as well as the controlled terminology associated with these standards. It provided a repository for global standard/crossstudy representations, study and therapeutic versions as well as check adherence against
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CDISC BRIDG was also imported as a set of connected table definitions. The table-based
data, including terms, was easily represented. BRIDG relationships, as well as the less
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Development
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Metadata and data standards will change over time. Ensure that there is a change
control mechanism and process in place. Questions to answer are:

Within a Project

Change
Requests Communication

Study design – CRF- collected data
Analysis plan- analysis data- tables, figures, listings

Update

Data traceability

Across the
Organization

Change
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batched and be made four times per year or less.
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The PhUSE-FDA Working Group 1 produced a Change Control Board charter for study
data validation rules. The charter has a good flowchart describing the various parts and
processes that would be valid for change management of other standards as well
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The example implementation does not provide a software enforced change management
process, but as part of a full implementation, SAS Clinical Data Integration can significantly
improve data and metadata governance.

Data providence

The example implementation made use of connections within a study to map collected
data with SDTM, ADaM, and some safety reporting. Through data standardization and
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was also produced with only minor column mapping and simple recoding of terminology.
While the toolset had a representation of BRIDG, no mapping into or out of the model
was developed for this approach using instead, the SDTM structures for pooling data
across studies.
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